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Abstract
Vehicular communications face unique security issues in wireless communications. While new vehicles 
are equipped with a large set of communication technologies, product life cycles are long and 
software updates are not widespread. The result is a host of outdated and unpatched technologies 
being used on the street. This has especially severe security impacts because autonomous vehicles 
are pushing into the market, which will rely, at least partly, on the integrity of the provided information.

We provide an overview of the currently deployed communication systems and their security 
weaknesses and features to collect and compare widely used security mechanisms. In this survey, 
we focus on technologies that work in an ad hoc manner. This includes Long-Term Evolution mode 
4 (LTE-PC5), Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE), Intelligent Transportation Systems 
at 5 Gigahertz (ITS-G5), and Bluetooth. First, we detail the underlying protocols and their architec-
tural components. Then, we list security designs and concepts, as well as the currently known security 
flaws and exploits.

Our overview shows the individual strengths and weaknesses of each protocol. This provides 
a path to interfacing separate protocols while being mindful of their respective limitations.

© 2023 Silicon Austria Labs GmbH. Published by SAE International. This Open Access article is published under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0), which permits 
noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided that the original author(s) and the source are credited.
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1.  Introduction

Vehicles, especially cars, are currently transitioning to 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) and further 
Connected and Autonomous Vehicles, but there is no 

one clear communication protocol choice to enable this. 
Instead, we see a multitude of different communication stan-
dards that a car is expected to support. Within the vehicle, 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
802.11 standard Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 
hotspots and Bluetooth are provided for the convenience of 
the passengers. Such networks are referred to as intra-vehicle 
networks [1] and are not supposed to connect with other 
vehicles. Inter-vehicle networks, on the other hand, establish 
communications either between vehicles (Vehicle-to-Vehicle 
[V2V]) or between vehicles and infrastructure (Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure [V2I]). Considering V2I, many cars support 
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) to access new data and program 
updates from the manufacturer (over-the-air, or OTA updates), 
as well as general data communications for passengers. In 
these networks, the backhaul infrastructure acts as a server 
and controls the network [2].

V2V communications are largely envisioned for road 
safety applications that do not want to rely on the present 
infrastructure. Instead, the standards provide features that 
allow for direct communications. Here, two competing stan-
dardization efforts attempt to provide these services. On the 
one hand, the IEEE provides an 802.11 version, often referred 
to as 802.11p, specifically for V2V communications. The 
Third-Generation Partnership Program (3GPP) introduced a 
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) version of LTE. Based on the 
Physical Layer (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) of 
802.11p, the European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute (ETSI) introduces the upper layers in Intelligent 
Transportation Systems at 5 Gigahertz (ITS-G5), and the IEEE 
def ines IEEE 1609 Wireless Access in Vehicular 
Environments (WAVE).

The 3GPP, which standardizes LTE, also introduced a 
V2V ad hoc mode as part of Cellular-V2X (C-V2X), in Release 
14. This mode, referred to as LTE mode 4 or LTE-PC5, provides 
a different PHY and MAC, but is intended as a drop-in replace-
ment for 802.11p. Additionally, the eCall interface is a system 
that can issue automated emergency calls based on a GPRS 
(General Packet Radio Service) link. Almost every car is 
equipped with a Bluetooth (and maybe, additionally, a WLAN) 
interface for user interaction, and many cars have wireless 
systems for reading sensors, as well as for the key unlock. 
Figure 1 displays an overview of different wireless standards 
and their categorization in the context of this study. This 
extreme heterogeneity causes problems from a security 
perspective. The systems have fundamentally different modes 
of operation, systems they connect to, and topologies. This 
leads to radically different security concepts. Furthermore, 
this substantial number of different standards poses a signifi-
cant danger of not keeping all the modules patched, which 
poses a substantial risk of open security vulnerabilities. This 
has been recognized by regulators and certification bodies as 

well. The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) has issued a regulation (R.155, [3]) that every vehicle 
manufacturer has to install a Cybersecurity Management 
System (CSMS) and incorporate appropriate cybersecurity 
engineering into their development. This applies to the full 
jurisdiction area of the UNECE, including Europe, Japan, and 
Korea, from the mid of 2022 for new type approvals and 
mid-2024 for all new admission, effectively preventing 
anybody to sell vehicles on these markets if not compliant. 
Such a CSMS is, among others, defined in the International 
Standard ISO 21434 [4] and mandates to identify and keep 
track of security issues, evaluate their risk, and implement 
proper mitigation strategies (as well as documenting the effec-
tiveness of the latter) through the automotive development 
life cycle. It is therefore particularly crucial to be aware of 
outside interfaces that allow for access to potentially critical 
systems from the outside via the in-vehicle network. The most 
exposure is being introduced by wireless interfaces because 
of the lack of a physical barrier to secure the system. An espe-
cially critical type of network topology is the ad hoc network. 
In such a network, the car itself is the final arbiter of trust and 
cannot rely on an access network to ensure the trust of the 
communication participants. This article aims to summarize 
relevant ad hoc standards for vehicular communication and 
provide insight into their security features and weaknesses.

In Section 2, we address the types of attacks that are to 
be expected in an ad hoc network, as well as the security 
concepts we want to consider. In order to go into detail later, 
we describe the characteristics of the two 802.11p-based proto-
cols, as well as LTE-PC5 and Bluetooth in Section 3. Details 
on the security (features as well as known attacks) of the proto-
cols mentioned above are provided in Section 4. Section 5 

 FIGURE 1  Deployed technologies in vehicles and their 
intended communication target.
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discusses the improvements, and Section 6 concludes 
this article.

2.  Threat, Vulnerability, 
and Risk Analysis

Ad hoc communications have in common that the security 
aspects of any communication have to be governed by the 
communicating end nodes and cannot be supervised by a core 
network or central server. This can act as a direct attack vector 
on the computer systems of cars. This already poses a critical 
functional safety risk for these cyberphysical systems, and 
with increased autonomous driving, we expect this risk to 
increase further. Therefore, common security concepts are 
typically discussed and to which these networks must adhere. 
Furthermore, because of the ad hoc topology, different proto-
cols share behavior with respect to common attack types. 
Hence, in this section, we summarize both the typical nomen-
clature and security concepts applied, as well as typical attack 
types and sources for specific attacks.

2.1.  Security Concepts
Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) security principles have 
been extensively analyzed. The base requirements for secure 
communications are typically outlined in the CIA triad: confi-
dentiality, integrity, and authenticity. Vehicular communica-
tions, however, must adhere to additional side constraints 
while fulfilling the CIA triad. These boundary conditions are 
often summarized as [11, 16]

 1. Privacy
 2. Data verification
 3. Authentication
 4. Availability
 5. Non-repudiation
 6. Real-time constraint

The first three points correspond to the classic CIA triad 
while points 4-6 consider safety and legal implications, respec-
tively. Owing to safety implications and ad hoc nature, vehic-
ular communications must be designed to ensure high local 
availability. In the case of road obstructions, warnings have 
a limited geographical relevance, but within that area, the 
message must be transmitted and received. Non-repudiation 
means that the originator of an action (e.g., sending messages) 
cannot be plausibly denied (e.g., it is not plausible that an 
advisory has sent a message that is signed using a securely 
distributed and stored private key). Finally, the value of safety 
communications is bound to their timeliness; thus, real-time 
constraints play a key role. This list largely mirrors the 
commonly used STRIDE threat model (Spoofing, Tampering, 
Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, 
Elevation of privilege) introduced by Microsoft [17].

2.2.  Attack Types
Multiple papers have proposed taxonomies for attacks found 
in vehicular communications [10, 18, 19]. In Table 1 we present 
an overview of the most prominent attacks grouped into attack 
types. We now explain these types and how they pertain to 
VANET communications.

2.2.1. Routing-Based Attacks A malicious node in 
the routing process can perform a variety of attacks on packets 
before it forwards them to a network. However, the highly 
dynamic nature of VANETs limits the impact of attack possi-
bilities. Many crucial communications are one-hop broad-
casts. Furthermore, a network cannot guarantee to have stable 
multihop connections for prolonged periods. Overall, V2X 
communications see few critical multihop use cases, and intra-
vehicle communications do not. Hence, attacking routing is 
of limited interest. However, owing to ad hoc routing proto-
cols, it is, in principle, easily done.

2.2.2. Denial of Service Denial-of-service attacks are 
among the easiest attacks to conduct and unfortunately, in the 
VANET setting, potentially highly effective. Due to the real-
time requirements of safety communications, simple denial 
of service can have deeply damaging effects.

2.2.3. Impersonation Impersonating another vehicle is 
potentially an extremely dangerous attack. Vehicles commu-
nicate critical information such as position and speed, as well 
as emergency maneuver information. During a successful im-
personation attack, a vehicle can be tricked into performing 
emergency maneuvers, which can have real-world conse-
quences. However, impersonation attacks are difficult to con-
duct owing to the VANET system that incorporates strong 
authenticity measures.

2.2.4. Data Manipulation Data manipulation attacks 
fall under the same point of view as impersonation attacks. 
The integrity of the data has a uniquely high importance, and 

TABLE 1 Types of attacks relevant to VANET communications.

Attack types Example attacks
Routing-based 
attacks

Wormhole, Blackhole, Greyhole, Isolation 
attacks [5, 6]

Denial of Service Message exhaustion, Message flooding, 
Jamming [7, 8]

Impersonation Replay attacks, Source spoofing, 
Masquerade [9]

Data manipulation Data injection, False information 
dissemination, Location spoofing, 
Ranging manipulation [10, 11]

GPS attacks GPS jamming, GPS spoofing [12]

Reputation tampering Sybil attacks [13], Message distortion [14]

Passive attacks Eavesdropping [15]

Active attacks Attacks breaking a cipher or hash 
algorithm©
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any attack that can violate the integrity is extremely danger-
ous. Conversely, owing to the employed integrity measures, it 
is also difficult to conduct such events.

2.2.5. Global Positioning System Attacks The 
Global Positioning System (GPS) is an essential component 
of cars and is also an integral part of VANET communication. 
Spoofing or jamming the GPS signal is a dangerous prospect 
and has been studied extensively [12]. Here, additional sys-
tems must be used to validate the GPS information as the sys-
tem itself is currently not tamper-proof. Typically, sensors 
and VANET communication are used to identify the veracity 
of the GPS data [20, 21].

2.2.6. Reputation Tampering Ad hoc networks often 
rely on reputation concepts. Information from a node is dis-
regarded if its reputation is extremely low. This is used to 
mitigate the fact that malicious nodes cannot be kept out of 
the system by a centralized authority. Tampering with the 
reputation of a node means that this node is likely to be disre-
garded. While tampering with the reputation can be  prob-
lematic because it may be  simple to conduct, the impact is 
limited. VANETs are designed with the expectation that com-
munication will not always be possible; hence, not communi-
cating is a problem with limited impact.

2.2.7. Passive Attacks Eavesdropping is not a major 
priority in V2X communications. Most packets are broadcast 
and are open to read. Intra-vehicle communications can 
be impacted and should be aware of eavesdropping. However, 
this requires a vehicle driving in proximity for a prolonged 
time, owing to the limited reach of intra-vehicle networks.

2.2.8. Cryptographic Attacks Most of the standard-
ized cryptographic ciphers and hashing algorithms used in 
the discussed protocols are regarded as safe for today’s state of 
the art [22], except for SAFER/SAFER+ (Secure And Fast En-
cryption Routine) in the older Bluetooth version (see Section 
4.4.1). Some standardized curves used in Elliptic Curve Cryp-
tography (ECC) have been repeatedly criticized for their 
opaque seed choice and some other suboptimal design deci-
sions (this, however, applies to all standardized ECC curves) 
[23]. In addition, some curves (e.g., NIST and Brainpool) 
were numerously suspected to be compromised by a govern-
ment agency through backdoors; however, there was no clear 
evidence that would withstand thorough analysis that this is 
actually the case [24].

3.  Ad Hoc Communication 
Standards

While ad hoc communication standards share some aspects 
in their nature, other aspects are extremely dependent on the 
chosen implementation, scope, and security measures of the 
given standard. To better present the resulting diversity in 

behavior, we will now give a brief overview of the relevant 
layers of the considered communication protocols. This allows 
better side-by-side comparison of the protocol stacks. 
Furthermore, it presents a compiled reference on where 
security is implemented in which protocol, and the systems 
with which it is integrated. We will present short descriptions 
of the PHY, which defines how bits are mapped to physical 
waveforms that are transmitted and received, and MAC, 
which controls when and how the communication medium 
is accessed. Furthermore, we give brief insights into the most 
relevant communication aspects and message formats for 
this review.

3.1.  ITS-G5 and WAVE
The ITS-G5 and WAVE standards refer to a dedicated non-
voice short-range communication between vehicles them-
selves, as well as vehicles and roadside infrastructure. The two 
main components are the onboard equipment installed on the 
dashboard of the vehicle and roadside equipment installed 
alongside the road. The two standards are issued by two 
different standardization bodies and have a common archi-
tecture mainly on the PHY and partly on the MAC layer while 
being different in the upper layers. We describe the main 
characteristics and emphasize the differences between the 
two standards.

3.1.1. ITS-G5 The ITS-G5 standard, developed by ETSI, is 
specified in [25]. It operates in the 5.9 GHz frequency band 
with 10 MHz channels. The PHY utilizes the half-clocked Or-
thogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) multi-
carrier transmission scheme as outlined in [26] and uses the 
existing IEEE 802.11p standard. The data link layer consists 
of two sublayers: MAC and Logical Link Control (LLC). The 
MAC sublayer, which is responsible for scheduling, utilizes 
the existing IEEE 802.11p as indicated in Figure 2(a). As an 
extension to the MAC layer (upper MAC sublayer), the stan-
dard features the Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) 
to dynamically adapt to the channel conditions, that is, by 
adjusting the transmit power, the sensitivity of the radio to 
determine whether a channel is considered idle or busy, the 
modulation data rate, etc. In ITS-G5, DCC support is manda-
tory and requires special functionalities on the MAC, net-
work, and transport layers [25]. The LLC functionality is 
specified according to IEEE 802.2 [27]. The LLC header of 2 
bytes has the same functionality as that of WAVE. It differs in 
the fact that it enables differentiation between Internet Proto-
col (IP) and GeoNetworking services. The GeoNetworking 
protocol is a routing protocol for multihop communication 
defined in the network layer that uses geographical position 
information for packet transport. It provides services to up-
per protocol entities, that is, the transport protocol, such as 
Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) and the GeoNetworking to 
IPv6 Adaptation Sub-Layer (GN6ASL), and is specified in 
more detail in [28]. In the facilities layer, corresponding to 
the session, information, and application layer of the Open 
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, application-related 
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functionalities are defined such as cooperative awareness, 
static and interactive local hazard warnings, advertised ser-
vices, and multicast services. For instance, ETSI defines the 
Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) in ETSI EN 302 
637-2 [29]. Via CAMs, a vehicle periodically reports critical 
vehicle safety state information and traffic efficiency by 
broadcasting it to any possible receiver. Another important 
message type is Distributed Environmental Notification Mes-
sage (DENM), specified in ETSI EN 302 637-3 [30], which 
sends safety information in a specified geographical region. 
In contrast to a CAM, an application must trigger a DENM 
transmission. The security entity is specified in [31] and con-
tains security functionalities related to the communication 
protocol stack. Such functionalities include firewall and in-
trusion management, authentication, authorization and pro-
file management, and encryption and certificate manage-
ment, among others.

3.1.2. WAVE Like ITS-G5, WAVE operates within the 
5.9 GHz frequency band with 10 MHz channels and utilizes 
the half-clocked OFDM multi-carrier transmission scheme. 
Compared to IEEE 802.11a, which uses a full-clocked mode 
with 20  MHz bandwidth, the carrier spacing is reduced by 
half in 802.11p and the symbol length is doubled, thus mak-
ing the signal more robust to fading and Doppler shifts that 
occur both more frequently and intensely in vehicular envi-
ronments [32]. The PHY layer and MAC sublayer (lower 
MAC) are adopted from IEEE 802.11p. In addition to the 
MAC based on 802.11p, there is a MAC sublayer extension 
based on IEEE 1609.4, which defines a management exten-
sion for multi-channel operation, known as the Alternating 
Channel Access (ACA) method. In contrast to ITS-G5, which 
dynamically adapts to the channel conditions via the DCC 
mechanism, in WAVE the ACA divides the channel time into 
equal intervals alternating between the control and service 

channels. During the control channel interval, safety-related 
and system control data exchange occurs; whereas in the ser-
vice channel interval, IP-based services are transmitted. The 
remaining part of OSI layer 2, LLC, is based on the IEEE 802.2 
standard. In addition to default IP and Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP)/User Datagram Protocol (UDP), the network 
and transport layer protocols incorporate the WAVE Short-
Message Protocol (WSMP) defined in the IEEE standard 
1609.3. WSMP is specifically designed for vehicular commu-
nication. The facilities layer is defined in SAE J2735 [33] 
whereas SAE J2945/1 [34] specifies the Basic Safety Message 
(BSM). The BSM can be seen as an equivalent to the CAM in 
ITS-G5. Security services are covered by IEEE 1609.2, defin-
ing secure message formats, processing, and methods to se-
cure application messages.

3.2.  LTE-PC5
The C-V2X communication, specified in 3GPP Release 14, 
supports two interfaces: the legacy LTE air interface also 
known as Uu and the ProSe Communication Reference Point 
5 (PC5) also known as LTE mode 4. While the first mode is 
based on the conventional cellular communication interface, 
it can be used to establish V2X communications [35]. However, 
at least for establishing the connection, it relies on an eNodeB 
to assign resources [15]. The latter provides the possibility of 
a direct connection between two devices (V2V, V2I and 
Vehicle-to-Person [V2P]) via a sidelink, as shown in Figure 3. 
The LTE mode 4 communication on the PC5 interface operates 
on the 5.9 GHz frequency band regardless of the presence of 
a cellular network (both in-coverage and out-of-coverage 
area). It utilizes Single-Carrier Frequency-Division Multiple 
Access with 10 MHz and 20 MHz channels. Both PHY and 
MAC layer mechanisms follow the 3GPP standard with 

 FIGURE 2  Protocol architecture of ITS-G5 and WAVE denoting the differences between the two standards.
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mechanisms such as transport blocks that carry data over 
Physical Sidelink Shared Channels and control information 
over Physical Sidelink Control Channel. In the network layer, 
LTE-PC5 employs IEEE 1609.3 and ETSI TC ITS [36]. For the 
facilities layer, LTE-PC5 allows full flexibility to utilize the 
mechanisms from either ETSI, SAE, or IEEE.

3.3.  WLAN
The WLAN is a family of wireless network protocols based 
on the IEEE 802.11 family of standards [26] which operate in 
the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) 
spectrum of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. The WLAN encompasses 
various versions (e.g., IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax) with capabili-
ties from lower to higher data rates and with various commu-
nication ranges indoors and outdoors. The IEEE 802.11 family 
employs Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Avoidance scheme before the transmission of each frame. The 
modulation scheme varies between protocol types, 802.11b 
employs Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum and 802.11a/g/n/
ac uses OFDM. As the family of 802.11 continues to develop, 
with new protocols, the latest version of IEEE 802.11ax also 
known as Wi-Fi 6 is foreseen to be adopted in the automotive 
sector. A data market report from ABI Research forecasts that 
70% of the Wi-Fi chipsets shipped into automotive applica-
tions will be Wi-Fi 6 by 2024 [37]. Wi-Fi 6 operates at 2.4 GHz 
and 5 GHz, and its extension Wi-Fi 6E operates in the 6 GHz 
range. It supports greater spectral efficiency than previous 
versions and allows for more simultaneous clients and faster 
access for the same number of clients. One of the main appli-
cations of Wi-Fi 6 in the automotive industry is in infotain-
ment systems, especially as backseat infotainment systems are 
becoming more common across new vehicle models.

3.4.  Bluetooth
Bluetooth wireless technology is a short-range communication 
system operating in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band. The 
low-cost deployment, low power consumption, and robustness 
are among the key features that have made Bluetooth tech-
nology incredibly attractive for use in many applications in 
the automotive domain. The Bluetooth protocol stack is 

defined by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) in the 
core specification [38]. The core specification defines two 
forms of Bluetooth wireless technologies: Basic Rate/Enhanced 
Data Rate (BR/EDR) and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The 
BR provides a data rate of 721.2 kbps, and its extended version 
EDR reaches 2.1 Mbps. The BLE system includes features that 
enable low-energy consumption and can also support lower 
data rates than the BR/EDR, depending on the use case.

According to the core specification, the Bluetooth core 
system consists of a controller, host, and application profile. 
The controller component consists of the lower layers of the 
protocol stack (PHY and part of the Data Link Layer). The 
host component encompasses the core Bluetooth protocols 
(Bluetooth stack and the high-level layers of the Bluetooth 
architecture). The Host Controller Interface is responsible for 
inter-communications between the controller and 
host components.

3.4.1. Bluetooth BR/EDR The architecture of the Blue-
tooth BR/EDR is shown in Figure 4. The PHY layer defines 
the requirements of the Bluetooth transceiver that utilizes the 
Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) technique. In 
total there are 79 Bluetooth channels with a 1  MHz band-
width each. In the modulation technique, Bluetooth BR uti-
lizes Gaussian Frequency-Shift Keying (GFSK) whereas EDR 
applies Differential Phase-Shift Keying (DPSK). The Base-
band and Link Control sublayer enables the PHY radio link 
between different Bluetooth devices, where channel process-
ing and timing are performed by the Baseband whereas the 
channel access control is managed by the Link Control part. 
In the Data Link Layer, the Link Manager sublayer is respon-

 FIGURE 3  V2X communication interfaces in the LTE/5G 
cellular network.
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 FIGURE 4  Protocol architecture of Bluetooth BR/EDR.
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sible for the link setup and configuration. Here the security 
functions such as authentication and encryption are estab-
lished. Further, the Logical Link Control and Adaptation Pro-
tocol (L2CAP) provides channel abstraction such as segmen-
tation and reassembly and multiplexing/de-multiplexing of 
multiple channels over a shared logical link. This protocol 
ensures a compact structure of the lower layers adapting to 
higher-layer protocols and vice versa. In addition, Bluetooth 
BR/EDR uses Radio Frequency Communication (RF-
COMM), which provides transport capabilities for higher 
layers that use a serial interface as a transport mechanism (it 
substitutes the RS-232 cable transmission). Apart from the 
core protocols, Bluetooth BR/EDR includes protocols adopt-
ed from other standards such as Point-to-Point Protocol 
(PPP) responsible for transporting IP datagrams over point-
to-pint connections [39]. In the Middleware layer comprising 
network, transport, and session layer functions, the BR/EDR 
uses adopted protocols such as TCP, UDP, IP, and Service Dis-
covery Protocol (SDP) (providing means for applications to 
discover which services are available and with what charac-
teristics [38]). Another adopted protocol is Object Exchange 
(OBEX), which is a compact binary protocol enabling a wide 
range of devices to exchange data in a simple and spontane-
ous manner [40]. Furthermore, BR/EDR adopts the Wireless 
Application Environment (WAE) and Wireless Application 
Protocol (WAP) that provide functions such as remote con-
trol and data fetching and build application gateways that 
function as interfaces with other applications. The Applica-
tion Profile is on top of the Bluetooth BR/EDR. The Bluetooth 
core specification [38] enables vendors to define proprietary 
profiles for use cases that are not defined by SIG.

3.4.2. Bluetooth BLE The protocol architecture of Blue-
tooth BLE is shown in Figure 5. The BLE PHY operating fre-
quency band is divided into 40 channels with a bandwidth of 
2 MHz. Three channels are used as primary advertising chan-
nels, while 37 are general-purpose channels. Similar to Blue-
tooth BR, BLE utilizes the GFSK modulation and FHSS tech-
niques. Various data rates can be supported depending on the 
version of the BLE. In the case of BLE version 5.1, this means 
coded transmission with 125 kbps or 500 kbps and uncoded 
transmission with 2 Mbps. Devices compliant with version 
4.x support a data rate of 1 Mbps. In the Data Link Layer, the 
Link Layer interfaces directly with the BLE PHY and manages 
the link state of the BLE radio to define the role of a device as 
master, slave, advertiser, or scanner. The L2CAP, which is part 
of the host in the BLE stack, is responsible for channel ab-
straction and data encapsulation. In the Middleware layer, 
protocols are defined such as Security Manager Protocol 
(SMP), Attribute Protocol (ATT), Generic Attribute Protocol 
(GATT), and Generic Access Profile (GAP). The SMP imple-
ments security functions between devices, whereas the ATT 
provides a method to communicate small amounts of data 
over a fixed L2CAP channel as well as determine services and 
other capabilities of other devices. The GATT profile is built 
on top of the ATT and establishes common operations and a 
framework for the data transported and stored by the ATT. 

GATT defines two roles: server and client. GATT is used for 
profile service discovery in BLE devices and describes the hi-
erarchy of services, characteristics, and attributes used in a 
server/client attribute [38]. The GAP profile represents the 
base functionality common to all Bluetooth devices such as 
modes and access procedures used by the transport layer and 
application profiles [38]. GAP services include device discov-
ery, connection modes, security, authentication, association 
models, and service discovery. In the Application Profiles 
layer, similar to the Bluetooth BR/EDR, the Bluetooth core 
specification [38] enables vendors to define proprietary pro-
files for use cases that are not defined by SIG profiles.

4.  Security Measures and 
Known Weaknesses

In this section, we consider how security issues are addressed 
by the standards presented in the previous section. 
Furthermore, we consider known weaknesses and exploits. 
We also want to point out that cars have an exceptionally long 
deployment time, and software and firmware upgrades are 
unfortunately not guaranteed, especially for older models. 
Hence, we will consider relevant exploits that may theoretically 
already be fixed as many cars will still use unpatched versions.

4.1.  ITS-G5 and WAVE
In Europe, the ITS-G5 standard defines the security infra-
structure [26]. However, the standard leaves certain questions 

 FIGURE 5  Protocol architecture of Bluetooth BLE.
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open, such as requirements on GPS accuracy and the chosen 
encryption. Here, the private Car-to-Car Communication 
Consortium (C2C-CC) provides the Basic Systems Profile [41], 
which consists of agreed-upon parameter sets that comple-
ment the ETSI standard. In the USA, the specification of 
802.11-based systems was conducted by the IEEE 1609 
standard family, also referred to as WAVE [42].

4.1.1. Security Features To account for the highly dy-
namic nature of the network and the lack of central authori-
ties that moderate access, both ITS-G5 and IEEE WAVE re-
frain from employing security features at the MAC or PHY 
layer. Instead, basic communication features are unsecured, 
and security features are moved in their entirety to the appli-
cation layer. The backbone of ITS-G5 and WAVE security fea-
tures is built on a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [43, 44, 45]. 
This PKI is the building block for all privacy, data verification, 
and authentication issues. Hence, particular care must be tak-
en to ensure that the PKI is implemented correctly and guard-
ed against attacks. Owing to the extreme availability require-
ments, no checks are conducted on the PHY or MAC layer. 
Instead, authenticity and integrity are fully relayed to the ap-
plication layer. This implies that non-reputation measures are 
important. Based on this asymmetric infrastructure, the algo-
rithms of choice for authentication and encryption are Ellip-
tic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) and Elliptic 
Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) [46]. In case 
symmetric channels are required, the standard supports 
Hash-based Message Authentication Code using the Secure 
Hash Algorithm (HMAC-SHA)-256 for authentication and 
Advanced Encryption Standard in Counter mode with Ci-
pher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code (AES-
CCM) mode for encryption. These are used, for example, in 
the authorization process before a public key can be  an-
nounced to the PKI. However, AES-CCM is also used in mul-
ticast messages, where the symmetric key is communicated to 
all targets via ECIES encryption. Then multicast messages are 
transmitted using AES-CCM [46]. The security header and 
certificate formats of ITS-G5 are based on IEEE 1609.2 (and 
the .1 amendment) [47]. This standard supports the ECDSA 
on the NIST-P256 curve or the Brainpool-P256 and Brain-
pool-P384 curves as signature algorithms [48].

4.1.2. Known Attacks Currently, there are studies on 
simulating different attacks on ITS-G5 systems including 
jamming, replay, falsification, and congestion attacks [47]. A 
2019 red team test found that an attacker was able to replay 
any type of message on a channel, which would enable faking 
traffic light signals, pedestrians’ presence, speed limits, and 
signals from roadside units and other vehicles [50]. Moreover, 
studies demonstrated the successful application of Sybil at-
tacks on 802.11p-based platooning settings [51].

4.2.  LTE-PC5
4.2.1. Security Features LTE-PC5 is currently consid-
ered an alternative PHY/MAC for both WAVE and ITS-G5. 

As security features are defined purely at the application level, 
the security considerations are equivalent. In Release 14, it is 
declared for the pure V2V sidelink mode, termed PC5, that 
network-based security measures are not feasible, whereas 
application layer measures similar to WAVE or ITS-G5 satisfy 
the security requirements and are therefore out of the scope 
of that standard [52]. This is similarly explicated in [53], where 
the security and privacy protection for the PC5-based commu-
nication shall be defined by other Standards Development 
Organizations. Furthermore, [52] lists safety concept require-
ments without providing implementation details. In general, 
a 2019 survey paper found that the PC5 interface has fewer 
security services in place than 802.11p-based networks (e.g., 
no encryption prescribed) [54]. For a brief critique of these 
stipulations and their reasoning, see Section 5.3.

4.2.2. Known Attacks Owed to the similarities with 
WAVE and ITS-G5, the threats and possible attacks are simi-
lar. This includes fake nodes and false information, as well as 
jamming and replay attacks [55]. This is aggravated by pro-
viding fewer security services as stated above (e.g., the lack of 
encryption allows for eavesdropping attacks). This can only 
be  prevented by application layer security measures, which 
offload attack protection from the standard and, thus, make 
the standard per se (i.e., without proprietary vendor measures 
on the application layer) insecure.

With Release 16 and the advent of 5G New Radio, the 5G 
standard changed the strategy and started to provide in-house 
implementation details for PC5 security that allow the use of 
the 5G encryption and integrity algorithms [56, 57].

4.3.  WLAN
The WLAN is deployed in some cars as part of the In-Vehicle 
Infotainment System [58]. WLAN provides a variety of 
security protocols. Of these, open uses, no authentication, and 
Wired Equivalent Privacy and Wireless Protected Access 
(WPA) are considered unsafe to well-known attacks. WPA2 
is currently the most widely used configuration [59], and 
WPA3 was released in 2018. This is supposed to update the 
wireless security protocols to modern standards. Since WPA2 
was released in 2004 and older standards are not recom-
mended, we will focus on WPA2 and WPA3. Both versions 
define enterprise and personal security options, but for the 
intra-car use case, we universally expect personal solutions.

4.3.1. Security Features WPA2 uses AES-CCM for 
both authentication and encryption. For key exchange, 
WPA2-personal operates based on a Preshared Key (PSK) 
which is known by anyone trying to connect to the network. 
As an alternative, Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) provides an 
alternative key distribution similar to Bluetooth pairing that 
works either on a shared PIN or a push-button solution.

WPA3 replaced the PSK solution with Simultaneous 
Authentication of Equals (SAE). This enhancement addresses 
the weaknesses of the PSK implementation. Otherwise, 
WPA3-personal parameters do not change from their 
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WPA2-personal settings. However, it does impose stronger 
encryption in the enterprise configuration.

4.3.2. Known Attacks WPS is known to have a weak de-
sign inviting brute-force attacks, as demonstrated by Stefan 
Viehböck in 2011. It has since been recommended to be deac-
tivated and is not recommended for use in WPA3 [60, 61].

The Key Reinstallation AttaCK (KRACK) allows to attack 
the four-way handshake to force nonce resets via key reinstal-
lation, allowing the circumvention of the security provided 
by the nonce. FragAttacks allow the forging of encrypted 
frames based on weaknesses in the fragmentation/aggregation 
functionality WLAN [62]. PSKs that are too short are vulner-
able to hash-comparison attacks [63]. Basing the pairing on 
a password also incurs all weaknesses typically associated 
with passwords: the default password may not be set device 
by device, allowing attackers to learn default passwords per 
model, and changed passwords often do not follow security 
recommendations [64].

In a vehicular setting, research is mostly ongoing, with 
some analysis of spoofing and jamming effects [65]. However, 
in 2017, WLAN was used as a vector to attack Tesla’s CAN 
bus, proving a severe elevation of privilege exploit [66].

4.4.  Bluetooth BR/EDR
Bluetooth has fundamentally different approaches to security 
compared to ITS-G5 and WAVE. The goal of Bluetooth is to 
primarily allow an easy point-to-point setup with limited 
network capabilities. The pairing relies on active user interac-
tion to ensure that only legitimate devices are allowed unless 
another communication channel is already established. As 
this pairing has to work with different types of devices that 
have varying amounts of Input/Output capabilities, different 
connection types with different associated security features 
are defined.

4.4.1. Security Features As for cryptographic protec-
tion measures, Bluetooth versions up to 4.0 use the E0 cipher 
for encryption, which is not Federal Information Processing 
Standard approved [67] and also has a known attack [68]. Au-
thentication occurs using the E1 cipher. Both ciphers are 
based on the SAFER/SAFER+. With version 4.1, the standard 
switched to the AES-CCM, which is an authenticated encryp-
tion scheme that is deemed to be secure [69], while the stand-
alone authentication and integrity checking without encryp-
tion runs via an HMAC-SHA-256, which is now called secure 
connections.

More critically seen was, however, the pairing mecha-
nism. This was also based on SAFER+ and yielded some prac-
tical attacks, which allow for determining the exchanged 
symmetric key (link key) that is protecting the logical 
Bluetooth channel [70]. Therefore, it has been replaced in 
version 2.1 with an elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman-Merkle key 
exchange on curve P-192; while beginning with 4.1 (secure 
connections), it switched to the P-256 curve [38]. The complete 
set used in secure connections is recommendable for 

near-term applications [69]. The SAFER+ is, however, used in 
the legacy mode for backward compatibility. This circum-
stance allows for executing version downgrade attacks (e.g., 
the BIAS attack as described below), which force the commu-
nicating parties to switch to a less secure negotiation method. 
The Bluetooth overall security, therefore, depends strongly on 
the type of pairing used and the Bluetooth version in use. Even 
within the versions, the build dates of devices are important 
because of the inability to update most Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices. Hence, particular care must be  taken if devices 
connect to a car via Bluetooth in what privileges they gain in 
the process.

4.4.2. Known Attacks The mandated versatility of the 
pairing process opens the door to a multitude of attacks on 
the pairing mechanism and the resulting strength.

The KNOB Attack exploits a weakness in the allowed 
encryption key length [71]. Although this attack is difficult 
to conduct maliciously, it provoked an interesting reaction 
from the Bluetooth SIG. When Bluetooth 5.0 was released, 
all standards down to 4.2 were issued errata that fixed the 
KNOB attack. Even though this seems to be positive on the 
surface, it is problematic. Bluetooth is largely deployed in 
devices that will not receive updates. Therefore, patching 
protocol 4.2 gives the impression that 4.2 is secure, while 
most devices released with 4.2 are vulnerable. The BIAS 
attack acts to impersonate one node of a pairing (CVE-2020-
10135) [72]. The pairing-key derivation is attacked in [73], 
called BLURtooth (CVE-2020-15802). One of the most 
infamous sets of attacks on Bluetooth over the last few years 
has been BlueBorne. This set allows for a variety of attacks 
including information disclosure, man-in-the-middle, and 
remote code execution. It works on Android, Apple Systems, 
Linux, and Windows and includes the following vulnerabili-
ties: CVE-2017-0781, CVE-2017-0782, CVE-2017-0783, 
CVE-2017-0785, CVE-2017-8628, CVE-2017-14315, 
CVE-2017-1000250, CVE-2017-1000251 [74]. Another critical 
vulnerability, called BlueFrag (CVE-2020-0022), with similar 
effects was discovered in the Android Bluetooth stack in early 
2020 [75]. Attacks targeting certain chipsets (CVE-2019-
13916, CVE-2019-11516, CVE-2019-18614) used in a variety 
of popular mobile phones (e.g., Apple iPhones, Samsung 
Galaxy, and the Fitbit Ionic smartwatch) were discovered in 
2019. One adjunct vulnerability (CVE-2019-15063) also 
affects the WLAN system, owing to the combination of the 
same chipset [76].

4.5.  Bluetooth Low Energy
BLE security concepts follow those of BR/EDR. A point-to-
point pairing is established through user interaction. However, 
while BLE is now part of the Bluetooth standard, it originated 
from a different protocol called Wibree, devised by Nokia in 
2006. Therefore, it was not originally derived from Bluetooth. 
This allows BLE to avoid some design weaknesses that are 
inherent to the BR/EDR design. Hence, fewer open issues are 
known with regard to BLE.
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4.5.1. Security Features This distinctive design results 
in a different choice of cryptographic protection measures: 
from the beginning BLE has been using AES-CCM as an en-
cryption cipher and used it (as the CCM mode is an authenti-
cated encryption mode) for authentication as well, instead of 
using a dedicated algorithm. This means that unencrypted 
traffic is also not authenticated and integrity checked (the 
NULL cipher is not defined for encryption in BLE). Prior to 
version 4.2, BLE also used a proprietary key exchange scheme, 
which was broken [77]. Therefore, it switched to an Elliptic 
Curve Diffie-Hellman Scheme. In addition, the basic issues 
with BR/EDR hold also for BLE. The security of BLE depends 
also on the pairing type and the build date of the devices.

4.5.2. Known Attacks Despite the similarities with BR/
EDR, from the abovementioned weaknesses in the standard, 
only BLURtooth affects BLE. However, both BR/EDR and 
BLE are also affected by implementation weaknesses of the 
given standards, for example, CVE-2020-10134, CVE-2017-
8628, CVE-2017-14315, CVE-2017-1000250, CVE-2017-
1000251, and CVE-2018-5383.

4.6.  Susceptibility to STRIDE
Table 2 shows an assessment of the analyzed standards suscep-
tibility to the separate groups of threats covered in STRIDE. 
This subsection provides reasoning for this assessment.

4.6.1. Spoofing of Identity Bluetooth-based standards 
rely on pairing and bonding processes to establish an identity. 
Therefore, spoofing the identity is accomplished by imper-
sonating a device in an established pairing. This is mostly de-
pendent on the vulnerabilities of the authentication algo-
rithm. Hence, we  consider outdated standards to be  highly 
endangered. For modern standards, this depends on the exact 
protocol version and the patch level. Thus, the likelihood of 
successful spoofing is low to medium. The inter-vehicle net-
works (ITS-G5, WAVE, PC5) base authenticity services on 
PKIs, which make spoofing exceedingly difficult when state-
of-the-art methods (cryptographic algorithms, deployment 
methods, etc.) are used as the standards suggest.

4.6.2. Tampering Even though all discussed standards 
provide the possibility for multihop communications, the 
main use case for all of them is one-hop transmission, or even 
broadcast. In such a use case, tampering is not a major risk. In 
addition, all modern standards use state-of-the-art encryption 
and integrity algorithms. Outdated standards are considered 
to exhibit medium risk owing to their outdated algorithms.

4.6.3. Repudiation ITS-G5, WAVE, and LTE-PC5 are 
used to share sensitive roadside data, such as position and 
speed. This data is used again as input in a cyberphysical sys-
tem and, as such, requires an elevated level of trust. Therefore, 
non-repudiation is of the highest importance. Even though 
this should be mitigated by the PKI and signing the commu-
nication, there is no guarantee the cryptographic signatures 
will be analyzed. Hence, we consider this an elevated risk. For 
Bluetooth (BT) and BLE, while the basic likelihood of suc-
cessful repudiation is similar, the use case is ordinarily not 
system-critical inter-vehicle communications. Therefore, the 
risk is principally only medium, however, because of the rela-
tively easy spoofing and tampering, which makes denying of 
communications very plausible for older versions, which 
again yields a high-risk rating.

4.6.4. Information Disclosure We consider the risk of 
disclosing information to be of medium severity for the use 
case. On the one hand, an ad hoc network must be designed 
around the concept of minimizing information disclosure 
threats. On the other hand, an information breach can be es-
pecially critical because of the sensitive nature of the involved 
data. BT less than 4.1 is considered to display a substantial 
risk as the encryption algorithm used, and more importantly, 
the vulnerable pairing is not considered state of the art, which 
makes the older BT versions prone to eavesdropping. The 
same applies to older BLE versions because of their broken 
key exchange scheme (see Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.5.1). The 
V2V standards work mostly with broadcast messages, which 
carry no hidden information, so eavesdropping is not of in-
terest. However, they convey a considerable amount of data 
about the vehicles, and as such, we consider the disclosed in-
formation to be relevant enough to put the risk at medium.

TABLE 2 Susceptibility to the STRIDE model.

Protocol Spoofing Tampering Repudiation
Information 
disclosure Denial of service

Elevation of 
privilege

BT < 2.1 High Medium High High Low Medium
BT < 4.1 Medium Medium High High Low Medium
BT ≥ 4.1 Low to medium Low Medium Medium Low Low to medium
BLE < 4.2 High Medium High High Low Medium
BLE ≥ 4.2 Low to medium Low Medium Medium Low Low to medium
WLAN Low to medium Low Medium High Low High
ITS-G5 Low Low High Medium High Low
WAVE Low Low High Medium High Low
LTE-PC5 Low Low High Medium High Low ©
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4.6.5. Denial of Service In an ad hoc wireless setting, 
denial of service is most easily conducted by jamming the 
channel access. The inter-vehicle standards ITS-G5, WAVE, 
and LTE-PC5 are especially susceptible to this attack since 
their communication range is expected to extend over 100 m 
[78]. As the Bluetooth variants are predominantly used for 
in-vehicle usage with low transmit powers and shielding by 
the car, denial of service is of low impact.

4.6.6. Elevation of Privilege The elevation of privilege 
is of no large concern for ITS-G5, WAVE, and LTE-PC5, as 
the standards do not grant access but rather only exist for in-
formation exchange. The Bluetooth standards carry a higher 
risk. However, this risk is mitigated by the required Bluetooth 
handshake and limited communication range. Still, it is worth 
mentioning that there are a couple of attacks on different BT/
BLE stack implementations that allow for privilege execution 
by executing a remote code (see Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.5.2).

5.  Discussion
Vehicular communications over the past 15 years have demon-
strated that we cannot expect one comprehensive standard to 
encompass all use cases. Instead, we will have to work with 
heterogeneous communication systems and the issues these 
entail. The most likely outcome is a state like the current one 
where one vehicle will be  equipped with a multitude of 
different standards. All these standards have different concepts 
and partially rely on different security building blocks. Table 3 
provides an overview of the cryptographic security measures 
of the discussed protocols.

Further, these standards may provide different security 
levels and have different goals, strengths, and weaknesses. 
Most importantly, due to the ever-increasing connectedness 
of the IoT, they will interact and exchange data. Therefore, 

we  must envision vehicular communication systems as 
systems that are built of fundamentally heterogeneous 
networks. This requires three approaches to enable security 
and safety in such a setup:

 1. Clear requirements and specifications of 
subsystem capabilities

 2. Application layer security concepts that consider and 
abstract the limitations of the underlying subsystem

 3. Security concepts still defined on the network layer

Only when combining those aspects can we expect the 
overall system to avoid risks. In the following section, 
we discuss each of these aspects.

5.1.  Requirements and 
Specifications of 
Subsystem Capabilities

Any subsystem must be able to clearly report what security 
measures it provides and what requirements it must satisfy. 
For example, conventional Bluetooth is designed to only 
allow the pairing of authorized equipment. It does so by 
requiring either human interaction or a sidelink. Conversely, 
ITS-G5 and WAVE do not have such requirements, and they 
also do not distinguish between authorized and unauthor-
ized users for connection establishment. When every 
subsystem accurately reports its capabilities and what it 
requires from cooperating protocols, the application layer 
may decide whether those protocols provide compatible 
security features and are able to interoperate. Of note here 
is that the strengths and weaknesses of protocols and their 
versions can be relied upon. Hence, backporting errata to 
older protocol versions, as done with the KNOB attack in 
Bluetooth 4.2, must be considered problematic. In IoT appli-
cations, we cannot expect devices to receive patches post 
manufacturing. Hence, a device can only be checked for 

TABLE 3 Cryptographic protection measures per protocol.

Protocol
Authentication/integrity 
algorithm Length Encryption Length Replay protection Key exchange

BT < 2.1 E1(SAFER+) 8+ E0(SAFER) 8+ Counter with nonce E2 (SAFER+)

BT < 4.1 E1(SAFER+) 8+ E0(SAFER) 8+ Counter with nonce P-192 ECDH

HMAC-SHA-256

BT ≥ 4.1 HMAC-SHA-256 128 AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce P-256 ECDH

HMAC-SHA-256

BLE < 4.2 AES-CCM 128 AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce Proprietary

BLE ≥ 4.2 AES-CCM 128 AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce P-256 ECDH

WLAN WPA2 AES-CCM 128 AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce HMAC-SHA1 with 
PSK or WPS

WLAN WPA3 AES-CCM 384 AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce HMAC-SHA1 with 
SAE

ITS-G5 ECDSA/HMAC-SHA-256 128 ECIES/AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce P-256 ECDH

WAVE ECDSA/HMAC-SHA-256 128 ECIES/AES-CCM 128 Counter with nonce P-256 ECDH

LTE-PC5 Declared to be out of scope by the standard, ITS-G5 or WAVE equivalent application security recommended©
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standard compliance at manufacture, and the standard 
version must reflect this practical inability to update.

5.2.  Application Layer 
Security Concepts

WAVE, ITS-G5, and LTE-PC5 provide a glimpse of how to 
address heterogeneity in networks. The key mechanisms for 
evaluating the security concepts are placed at the application 
layer. This layer may implement security measures indepen-
dently of the underlying radio access, such as the PKI. For 
example, multiple publications have suggested that block-
chain-based technologies can be leveraged here to ensure trust 
[79]. However, the decision is made, this layer can define both 
security measures that are completely agnostic of the radio 
access, as well as trust zones for various levels of associated 
risk. Then, zones can enable and disable communication stan-
dards depending on the risk attached to a given zone. For 
instance, infotainment systems may be  lenient with the 
allowed communication protocols, while communications 
related to autonomous driving will be  very restrictive in 
allowing communications.

5.3.  Network Layer Security 
Concepts

Despite these points, there is reasoning for applying security 
services at the network layer (i.e., in the respective VANET 
protocol itself). If the most used V2X (i.e., LTE-PC5, WAVE, 
and ITS-G5) protocols impose authentication and integrity 
checking on the network layer, the impact on an enhanced 
overall security would be  significant. In particular, the 
reasoning of LTE-PC5 to set security out of scope because the 
communication partners of a VANET are not known a priori 
dissents from widely proliferated Internet architectures where 
the setting is the same, but security is still imposed. A use case 
for security on the network layer is ensuring general authen-
ticity, integrity, and non-repudiation (in the sense of transpar-
ency) for any ad hoc messages (e.g., CAMs and DENMs). 
ITS-G5 and WAVE describe a PKI that allows for crypto-
graphic protection of such messages. If the respective signa-
ture keys are strictly bound to a vehicle (as described in the 
ITS-G5 standard), the sender of a critical message can 
be clearly identified (assuming an intact certificate chain), 
making it exceedingly difficult to issue fake messages if V2X 
communication partners only accept secure messages. If there 
were bogus messages sent from a legitimate device, they would 
be traceable. However, this would require some sort of autho-
rization body to function as a higher certificate authority and 
vendors to function as subordinates issuing certificates to 
their own devices. Furthermore, as with any PKI, this requires 
secure key storage and certificate management (issuing, 
updating, revoking). The benefit would be that any commu-
nication is already secured, not having to rely on security to 
be  implemented separately by different vendors on the 
application layer.

6.  Conclusions
Vehicular communications are a highly vulnerable set of tech-
nologies because of their exceptionally long product life cycles, 
heterogeneous network topologies, and substantial risk 
involved with unauthorized access. In this study, we demon-
strate the strengths and weaknesses of the currently deployed 
standards in vehicles. While technology is steadily progressing, 
it is unlikely that the number of deployed protocols will 
be reduced. Therefore, security concepts are required that can 
correctly adapt to this situation.

We hope that technologies such as 5G will be able to 
further provide modular security solutions that can be linked 
with ITS-G5 and WAVE, instead of purely competing solu-
tions that lead to further proliferation. Similarly, at the appli-
cation layer, trust concepts must be established that grant 
technologies power proportional to the security that can 
be provided. To facilitate this process, this article summarizes 
the currently deployed ad hoc network standards with their 
security-relevant features. We  especially focused on the 
currently known exploits and systematic strengths and weak-
nesses of the respective standards.
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